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Harmonise your home with Style and Value 
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The Harmony range of flooring has been manufactured 
with due care to the planet we all share and the wellbeing 
of all those who inhabit it.

In order to minimise its footprint the Harmony range is:
• Manufactured using at least 25% pre and post 

consumer recycled content, minimising manufacturing 
waste.

• Fully recyclable
• Manufactured in ISO9001 and ISO 14001 certified 

facilities, minimising energy consumption and 
greenhouse emissions

• Free from all harmful fillers and plasticisers
• Low VOC and DOP free
• A low maintenance product, promoting lower use of 

energy, detergents and water.

As a result we can enjoy the look of the worlds most 
beautiful timbers without harming a single forest.

HEALTH, SAFETY AND PERFORMANCE 

VERSATILITY
The Harmony range is 
designed for optimum 

performance from 
light to heavy traffic 

in both domestic and 
commercial, indoor 

applications.

COMFORT
Harmony resilient 
construction not 
only minimises 

noise but is easier 
on legs and feet.

HEALTH
Smoother flooring surfaces 

like Harmony have been 
known to be a benefit 

to those with respiratory 
conditions as they leave 
nowhere for mites and 

allergens to hide.

ALOXPLUS
An advanced abrasion 

resistance surface coating 
that is incorporated into 
the flooring during the 
manufacturing process. 

This floor treatment 
maximises the protection 
of your floor and makes 
it easier to maintain and 

extends its life.

PHTHALATE FREE
The use of “phthalate free’ plasitics 
has long been the safety standard 
set for the manufacture of babies’ 

bottles and toddlers’ toys.

You can now be assured that the 
Harmony phthalate free floor 

range your children are playing on, 
has been manufactured applying 
the same principles and concerns 

for their safety.
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ART501HP
NATURES ART

ART504HP
MASTERPIECE

ART506HP
HARMONY 

TAUPE

ART508HP
GRANDEUR

ARTISAN

The word ‘artisan’ originates from the Italian of the 1500s... ‘a 
person skilled in applied art: a craftsperson.’

The Artisan range is designed to appeal to the touch as well 
as the eye.  Inspired by the diverse and stunning timers of 

Australia from the distinctive features of Marri to the alluring 
beauty of spotted gum.  With its hand scraped, embossed 
timber textures it echoes the unique touch and feel of our 

native timbers.

Create tranquility with perfectly crafted Harmony

ART502HP
CREATION

ART503HP
BLACKHEART 

MARRI
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ARTISAN
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ART515HP
ATTITUDE

ART510HP
RENAISSANCE

ART522HP Le Cafe Boutique

ART502HP Creation

ART521HP
VALLEY 

SASSAFRAS

NEW



ARTISAN

ART515HP Attitude

PRODUCT SPECIFICATIONS  
USAGE

SIZE

TICKNESS

WEAR LAYER

WARRANTY

QTY PER CARTON

M2 PER CARTON

Domestic / Light Commercial

183mm x 1219mm

2.00mm

0.35mm

17 year domestic  
5 year commercial

15 planks

3.34m2
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ART522HP
LE CAFE 

BOUTIQUE

ART524HP
THE SPOTTED 

GUM

ART528HP
VICTORIAN 

ASH

NEW

NEW

NEW

ART515HP Attitude
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HP801
HERITAGE 

SPOTTED GUM

HP802
HERITAGE 

BLACKBUTT

HP803
CHATEAUNEUF

OAK BLEND

HP804
WEATHERED 
SNOW GUM

HP805
SELECT BLUE 

GUM

HP806
VALLEY 

SASSAFRAS

PLANK

Harmony plank is a cost effective solution for timber look 
floor. The finest timbers were used to produce this range, 
creating a wide colour palette from elegant oak blend to 

the striking visual of blackbutt.
AloxPlus is an advanced abrasion resistance coating used 
to maximise the protection of your floor and extending its 

life. The resilient construction minimises the noise as well as 
making it easier on the legs and feet.

Bringing Harmony and Elegance into your home

NEW

HP801 Heritage Spotted Gum



PLANK
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HP807
SAWN RIVER 
BLACKBUTT

HP802 Heritage Blackbutt

HP804 Weathered Snow Gum

PRODUCT SPECIFICATIONS  
USAGE

SIZE

TICKNESS

WEAR LAYER

WARRANTY

QTY PER CARTON

M2 PER CARTON

Domestic / Light Commercial

183mm x 1219mm

2.00mm

0.30mm

17 year domestic  
5 year commercial

18 planks

4.01m2

HP808
MOUNTAIN 

SPOTTED GUM



GRANGE
No longer pay extra for Premium Commercial 

 The designs behind the Harmony Grange collection were 
driven by the need to create modern, clean lines and 
to deliver practical solutions for both residential and 

commercial applications. Available in a wide selection of 
eight timbers, from the rich glow of premium oak to the 

cool and contemporary hues of Casablanca. 
Designed for optimum performance, with the advance 

AloxPlus surface protection layer and a heavy duty wear 
layer, accompanied with a Lifetime Residental Warranty. 

Harmony Grange is a superior economical choice.

HG834
RHONE 

VALLEY OAK

HG832
DARLING RIVER 
SPOTTED GUM

HG836
CINQUE 
TERRE

HG833
PREMIUM OAK

HG835
DUNEDIN 

RIMU

HG831
TAHITIAN

DRIFTWOOD

NE
W

HG838 Casablanca
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GRANGE
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HG837
PARISIAN 

CAFE

PRODUCT SPECIFICATIONS  
USAGE

SIZE

TICKNESS

WEAR LAYER

WARRANTY

QTY PER CARTON

M2 PER CARTON

Heavy Domestic / Commercial

183mm x 1219mm

2.50mm

0.50mm

Lifetime domestic  
15 year commercial

18 planks

4.01m2

HG838
CASABLANCA

HG831 Tahitian Driftwood

HG835 Dunedin Rimu



CARING FOR YOUR HARMONY FLOOR  
All Floors require some type of regular care to maintain their beauty. The Harmony ranges 
are easy to care for and will deliver many years of satisfaction by following these simple 
maintenance suggestions.

GENERAL
Never slide furniture or fittings over an unprotected 
floor and ensure flooring protectors are used under 
the feet of furniture and appliances. Keep the floor 
surface clear of dirt, grit, sand and other abrasive 
materials, which can be walked into your home, by 
the use of appropriate entrance matting. 
DO NOT use rubber backed mats as they can stain 
your new floor.
All spillages should be removed immediately.
DO NOT use general household cleaners on your 
floor unless they are specifically for vinyl floors. 
Kenbrock Flooring recommends the use of Kenbrock 
Maintain as part of your regular floor maintenance. 
Use of other products may invalidate your warranty.
DO NOT use washing up liquid or any cleaning agent 
that contains bleach.
DO NOT use any kind of steam or heat mop.
The intensity of UV light can be extreme and can 
result in colour fade. Do not expose your floor to 
direct sunlight for extended periods of time. Window 
coverings should be used to protect your floor from 
sunlight.

TROUBLE SHOOTING SCUFF MARKS 
These are caused by friction from foot traffic across 
the surface of the floor. Light scuff marks can be 
removed by spot cleaning with Kenbrock Maintain 
diluted in accordance with instructions. Heavier 
scuff marks may require Restorative Maintenance as 
per the above instructions. Scratching is  generally 
caused by excessive grit, dirt  or other abrasive 
particles on the floor. You can assist in the prevention 
of scratching by using appropriate entrance 
matting. Minor scratching may require restorative 
maintenance as per the above instructions. Any deep 
scratching or gouges in the planks will result in the  
individual plank/s needing to be replaced.
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INITIAL CLEANING AFTER INSTALLATION
Vacuum or sweep the floor to remove any loose dirt 
or grit. Wash the floor with cool to lukewarm water 
using Kenbrock Maintain diluted in accordance with 
instructions.

REGULAR MAINTENANCE
Regular Maintenance not only keeps the floor clean, 
but can also reduce the frequency of more extensive  
maintenance. 
DAILY
Sweep, mop or vacuum to remove dust and other 
loose particles.
Spot clean any marks with Kenbrock Maintain in 
accordance with instructions. 
WEEKLY 
Sweep, mop or vacuum to remove dust and 
      other loose particles. 
          Wash the floor with cool to lukewarm 
             water using Kenbrock Maintain diluted in 
                accordance with instructions.

                 RESTORATIVE MAINTENANCE
                         If over time your floor surface becomes 
                        dulled you can refurbish the surface 
                          appearance by applying a floor sealer 
                           as follows: 
                            Strip the floor using Kenbrock 
                             Remove mixed with clean warm 
                              water and applied in accordance 
                               with instructions. Allow floor to dry 
                               completely.
                               When the floor is completely dry 
                               apply a very thin but even coat of 
                              undiluted Kenbrock Rejuvenate 
                              across the floor using an applicator 
                             or quality cotton mop with wringer 
                            and bucket. Please ensure the mop 
                           is slightly damp to prevent the sealer 
                         soaking into the mop. Kenbrock 
                        Rejuvenate is available in either a Satin 
                      or Gloss finish. 
                   Allow to dry then apply a second coat at 
                 right angles to the first coat and allow to 
              dry. 
          For high traffic areas apply a third coat of 
       Kenbrock Rejuvenate.
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Harmony Ranges are manufactured by Kenbrock exclusively 
for Carpet Court Australia. 

Product colours are depicted within the limitations of the 
printing process. Actual product should be viewed prior to 

final selection.




